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With the GPU PhysX activated, the engine really struts its stuff. On the normal setting, the levels are decorated with textile banners and the floors are covered with all sorts of papers, both of which physically react to their environment; but on the higher setting, dynamic particles enter the scene as well (smoke, snow, fog, etc. are influenced by
environmental factors like wind and explosions). Nvidia calls this technology APEX Turbulence. The disadvantage of PhysX is, of course, that it demands more resources. Switching from normal to high settings sinks the frame rate drastically. Only the normal setting is available on AMD systems, and they (still) do a little worse at the moment. Their
frame rates are middle-of-the-road, and their minimum results are lower than those of comparable Nvidia GPUs. As is to be expected, when PhysX is activated, their drop in performance is greater as well. The difference between the three PhysX settings is clear in our videos. Starting around the second half, we see marked improvements. As is true of
any good PC game, the options menu reveals a wide variety of possible settings. Alongside resolution and picture mode, you'll also find 10 further items that can either be turned on/off or set to “Off”, “Normal” or “DX11 Enhanced”. Excellent: Except for PhysX, changes are adopted without need for a restart. My current system: Intel Core i7 6700
Skylake 3.4 Ghz Asus H170 Pro Gaming DDR4 2133 Mhz Kingston Hyperx Savage 2x8 GB 2133 Mhz CL13 Cooler Master G650M 650 W 80 Plus Bronze Samsung 850 EVO 250 GB Seagate Barracuda 500 GB 7200 RPM Asus ROG Strix GTX 980Ti OC Edition 6 GB GDDR5 I play the game on all ultra; All settings are at the highest; TXAA High, Physx
High, DX11 Enchanced. FPS is between 100-200 FPS in the buildings, but in the city it suddenly drops from 49 to 74, 74 to 85, 85 to 96, 110 etc. My game is pirated and I have not updated it (patched it). If I use patch 1,2 and 3; would it work better? 0 Take Your Time And Read This Bro It Might Be Usefull ... I Have My Opinion But Try Considering
This... This Might Help U Undersatand.. FXAA - No performance hit. Is the worst looking AA method, and isn't very effective at smaller resolutions. Can cause the entire image to look blurrier than usual. Is a good trade-off at 2K or 4K resolutions though. TXAA - Very demanding, but also very effective. This also has the tendency to blur the entire
image, making it look more like smooth, film-stock. While it looks nice, it's not for everyone. MSAA - The most effective and cleanest image. At 4xMSAA you get the best balance between performance and image quality. Of course, 8x presents a sharper, and almost completely removes all traces of aliasing. I'll be using 4x MSAA at 1080p I think,
thought TXAA will be worth trying, to see the performance impact. They're all different types of Anti-Aliasing. FXAA - Fast Approximate Anti-Aliasing TXAA - Temporal Anti-Aliasing SSAA - Super-Sampling Anti-Aliasing MSAA - Multi-Sample Anti-Aliasing CSAA - Coverage Sample Anti-Aliasing QCSAA - Don't know what it stands for MSAA is basic, isn't
specially optimised or anything, but it gets the job done. CSAA is basically MSAA but better, without doing a number on your GPU, it Nvidia only and preferred over MSAA. QCSAA is better than these two, but does hit your GPU a little harder. TXAA is along the same lines as PhysX, in that it is Nvidia exclusive and only works on games that support it,
again a lot better than MSAA and CSAA but will hit your GPU hard. MLAA is better than MSAA, as it also effects colour reproduction and blends corners and edges better. The rest, I'm not so sure. EDIT: FXAA is the worst of them all. It is outdated. 0 Since The City Of Arham Need More Rendering And Shaders It Might Happen But Just Reduce Ur
FXAA Slightly A Bit. And U'll Be All Fine To Kick Some Crapp..!!! 0 Since The City Of Arham Need More Rendering And Shaders It Might Happen But Just Reduce Ur FXAA Slightly A Bit. And U'll Be All Fine To Kick Some Crapp..!!! Which one is more effective on FPS? Turning TXAA high to FXAA high/low, Or Turning Physx high to normal/off? 0 Take
Your Time And Read This Bro It Might Be Usefull ... I Have My Opinion But Try Considering This... This Might Help U Undersatand.. FXAA - No performance hit. Is the worst looking AA method, and isn't very effective at smaller resolutions. Can cause the entire image to look blurrier than usual. Is a good trade-off at 2K or 4K resolutions though. TXAA
- Very demanding, but also very effective. This also has the tendency to blur the entire image, making it look more like smooth, film-stock. While it looks nice, it's not for everyone. MSAA - The most effective and cleanest image. At 4xMSAA you get the best balance between performance and image quality. Of course, 8x presents a sharper, and almost
completely removes all traces of aliasing. I'll be using 4x MSAA at 1080p I think, thought TXAA will be worth trying, to see the performance impact. They're all different types of Anti-Aliasing. FXAA - Fast Approximate Anti-Aliasing TXAA - Temporal Anti-Aliasing SSAA - Super-Sampling Anti-Aliasing MSAA - Multi-Sample Anti-Aliasing CSAA - Coverage
Sample Anti-Aliasing QCSAA - Don't know what it stands for MSAA is basic, isn't specially optimised or anything, but it gets the job done. CSAA is basically MSAA but better, without doing a number on your GPU, it Nvidia only and preferred over MSAA. QCSAA is better than these two, but does hit your GPU a little harder. TXAA is along the same
lines as PhysX, in that it is Nvidia exclusive and only works on games that support it, again a lot better than MSAA and CSAA but will hit your GPU hard. MLAA is better than MSAA, as it also effects colour reproduction and blends corners and edges better. The rest, I'm not so sure. EDIT: FXAA is the worst of them all. It is outdated. 0 Take Your Time
And Read This Bro It Might Be Usefull ... I Have My Opinion But Try Considering This... This Might Help U Undersatand.. FXAA - No performance hit. Is the worst looking AA method, and isn't very effective at smaller resolutions. Can cause the entire image to look blurrier than usual. Is a good trade-off at 2K or 4K resolutions though. TXAA - Very
demanding, but also very effective. This also has the tendency to blur the entire image, making it look more like smooth, film-stock. While it looks nice, it's not for everyone. MSAA - The most effective and cleanest image. At 4xMSAA you get the best balance between performance and image quality. Of course, 8x presents a sharper, and almost
completely removes all traces of aliasing. I'll be using 4x MSAA at 1080p I think, thought TXAA will be worth trying, to see the performance impact. They're all different types of Anti-Aliasing. FXAA - Fast Approximate Anti-Aliasing TXAA - Temporal Anti-Aliasing SSAA - Super-Sampling Anti-Aliasing MSAA - Multi-Sample Anti-Aliasing CSAA - Coverage
Sample Anti-Aliasing QCSAA - Don't know what it stands for MSAA is basic, isn't specially optimised or anything, but it gets the job done. CSAA is basically MSAA but better, without doing a number on your GPU, it Nvidia only and preferred over MSAA. QCSAA is better than these two, but does hit your GPU a little harder. TXAA is along the same
lines as PhysX, in that it is Nvidia exclusive and only works on games that support it, again a lot better than MSAA and CSAA but will hit your GPU hard. MLAA is better than MSAA, as it also effects colour reproduction and blends corners and edges better. The rest, I'm not so sure. EDIT: FXAA is the worst of them all. It is outdated. Thank you for
your response. However Arkham Origins in my pc looks amazing even when I use FXAA. 0 Take Your Time And Read This Bro It Might Be Usefull ... I Have My Opinion But Try Considering This... This Might Help U Undersatand.. FXAA - No performance hit. Is the worst looking AA method, and isn't very effective at smaller resolutions. Can cause the
entire image to look blurrier than usual. Is a good trade-off at 2K or 4K resolutions though. TXAA - Very demanding, but also very effective. This also has the tendency to blur the entire image, making it look more like smooth, film-stock. While it looks nice, it's not for everyone. MSAA - The most effective and cleanest image. At 4xMSAA you get the
best balance between performance and image quality. Of course, 8x presents a sharper, and almost completely removes all traces of aliasing. I'll be using 4x MSAA at 1080p I think, thought TXAA will be worth trying, to see the performance impact. They're all different types of Anti-Aliasing. FXAA - Fast Approximate Anti-Aliasing TXAA - Temporal
Anti-Aliasing SSAA - Super-Sampling Anti-Aliasing MSAA - Multi-Sample Anti-Aliasing CSAA - Coverage Sample Anti-Aliasing QCSAA - Don't know what it stands for MSAA is basic, isn't specially optimised or anything, but it gets the job done. CSAA is basically MSAA but better, without doing a number on your GPU, it Nvidia only and preferred over
MSAA. QCSAA is better than these two, but does hit your GPU a little harder. TXAA is along the same lines as PhysX, in that it is Nvidia exclusive and only works on games that support it, again a lot better than MSAA and CSAA but will hit your GPU hard. MLAA is better than MSAA, as it also effects colour reproduction and blends corners and edges
better. The rest, I'm not so sure. EDIT: FXAA is the worst of them all. It is outdated. I found the solution! I realized that Phsyx caused terrible performance decrease in GTX 980Ti, since it needs a physx card! When I turned off the Physx setting in the game menu, I'm now having stable 90-150 FPS using TXAA, the game is working like a charm!!
Amazing performance from Asus Strix 980Ti! With Warner Bros Games Montréal handling development, many fans were worried that Arkham Origins wouldn't (couldn't?) live up to its Rocksteady-produced predecessors. As is often the case with console-oriented releases, PC gamers were burdened with the extra concern of whether to expect a
quality port. Although Origins has received its share of criticism, it doesn't seem to be an outright disappointment with respectable scores on most review aggregators, including our own (Batman: Arkham Origins 74 ). Additionally, it seems the PC version has received some special attention in the graphics department. Despite being built with Epic's
aging Unreal Engine 3, the developer used a heavily modified version of the software. Granted, we've heard that countless times from other studios at this point, but the tweaks do seem pretty substantial in this case, especially considering all of the game's DirectX 11 and PhysX effects. DX11 enhancements including Tessellation, Ambient Occlusion
HBAO+, Percentage Closer Soft Shadows (PCSS), and Depth of Field (DoF) are used in Origins, as are Nvidia exclusives such as TXAA and PhysX. Folks with a supporting GeForce card can look forward to more realistic and dynamic environments. With PhysX enabled, some areas contain additional snow or fog that reacts to Batman moving through
it. These effects are diminished or disabled without PhysX support. Before you throw your keyboard, that doesn't necessarily mean you won't be able to experience some of them with your new Radeon R9 290X. Origins has two levels of PhysX: normal and high. The former adds flags, banners, papers and more, which interact with the world in an
expected way. The CPU can handle this mode for AMD owners so they don't miss out on everything, but you'll definitely want to play with a GeForce for maximum eye candy. APEX Turbulence effects come with PhysX on high, enhancing existing particle effects and adding more visuals elsewhere. Compared to the PhysX Particles in Arkham Asylum
and City, APEX Particles are more realistic, can be manipulated in more ways, and most importantly, they run faster, optimizing frame rates. Since APEX Turbulence effects can't be enabled using AMD graphics cards, we are only going to look at the normal PhysX mode in our testing. Of course, we will also test performance with PhysX disabled
entirely in addition to our usual CPU performance analysis, including Intel and AMD overclocking results. Testing Methodology When benchmarking a new game, we usually find a demanding scene to benchmark using Fraps, but as with previous Batman titles, Arkham Origins has a solid built-in benchmark (note: it must be executed using
"benchmark" as a shortcut target -- it doesn't seem accessible from the game's GUI itself). Adjusting the benchmark's settings is equally crude as they are stored in an XML file located in the game's Documents folder. To test many configurations, we had to create several versions of the original GFXSettings.BatmanArkhamOrigins.xml and then swap
them in accordingly for benchmarking. This was slow and tedious, but we wanted to use the built-in benchmark so it would be easy for you to compare your own results. In the end, we tested 30 graphics cards from AMD and Nvidia using the latest beta drivers. Apart from testing at three resolutions (1680x1050, 1920x1200 and 2560x1600) we also
tested with FXAA and MSAAx8 enabled along with Physx Normal and Physx Off for a broader picture. HIS Radeon R9 290X (4096MB) HIS Radeon R9 280X (3072MB) HIS Radeon HD 7970 GHz (3072MB) HIS Radeon HD 7970 (3072MB) HIS Radeon HD 7950 Boost (3072MB) HIS Radeon HD 7950 (3072MB) HIS Radeon R9 270X (2048MB) HIS
Radeon HD 7870 (2048MB) HIS Radeon HD 7850 (2048MB) HIS Radeon HD 7770 (1024MB) HIS Radeon HD 6970 (2048MB) HIS Radeon HD 6870 (1024MB) Gigabyte GeForce GTX Titan (6144MB) Gainward GeForce GTX 780 (3072MB) Gainward GeForce GTX 770 (2048MB) Gainward GeForce GTX 760 (2048MB) Gainward GeForce GTX 680
(2048MB) Gigabyte GeForce GTX 670 (2048MB) Gainward GeForce GTX 660 Ti (2048MB) Gigabyte GeForce GTX 660 (2048MB) Gainward GeForce GTX 650 Ti Boost (2048MB) Gainward GeForce GTX 650 Ti (2048MB) Gigabyte GeForce GTX 580 (1536MB) Gigabyte GeForce GTX 560 Ti (1024MB) Gigabyte GeForce GTX 480 (1536MB) Intel Core i74770K (3.50GHz) x2 8GB Crucial DDR3-2133 (CAS 11-12-11-24) Asrock Z87 Extreme9 (Intel Z87) OCZ ZX Series 1250w Crucial m4 512GB (SATA 6Gb/s) Microsoft Windows 8 64-bit Nvidia Forceware 331.58 Beta AMD Catalyst 13.11 (Beta 6)
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